MBUYA PARENTS’ SCHOOL
P.1 ENGLISH HOLIDAY WORK TERM I 2020
WEEK II

NAME :_______________________________STREAM:____________
1. What are these?
a)

These are ____________________

b)

These are _____________________

2.Fill in the missing letters.
p ___ncil

tea ___her

b ___ x

t ___n

3. Write these words correctly.
herteach ______________
teacher head ________________
4.Read and draw.
a)The pencil is in the tin.

unrse _____________

b)I can see a pencil

c)The book is on the table.

5.Name these pictures.

MBUYA PARENTS’ SCHOOL
P.1 LIT.A HOLIDAY WORK TERM I 2020
WEEK II

NAME :_______________________________STREAM:____________
1.We use our _______________________ to hear.
2.Name any three examples of non-living things.
i)_____________________________ ii)_________________________
iii)______________________________________
3.Circle examples of living things.
stone

plants

hills

animals

4.Name these parts of the leg.
A ____________________________
B _____________________________
C _____________________________
D _____________________________
E _____________________________

5. Why is a sheep called a living thing: Tick the correct
answer
It feeds
It fights
It moves
It sleeps
It grows
6. Name any two parts on the human head.
i)__________________________________ ii)____________________
7.Draw these things found in a classroom.
pencil
book

table

chalk

8.Circle animals that are kept at home.
zebra

dog

cat

lion

cow

tiger

sheep

MBUYA PARENTS’ SCHOOL
P.1 MATHS HOLIDAY WORK TERM I 2020
WEEK II

NAME :_______________________________STREAM:____________
1.A ________________is a collection of well defined members
or elements.(book, set)
2.Name these sets.
a)

A set of _______________

b)

A set of _______________

c)

A set of _______________

3.Form new sets from a big one.

A set of __________________

A set of __________________

A set of __________________

4.Count members in a set.
K

L

M

Set K has ___________________ sticks.
Set L has ____________________ sticks.
Set M has ___________________ sticks.
Set N has ___________________ sticks.
5.Use "less" or "more"
P

R

a) Set P has _____________ members than set R.
b) Set R has ______________ members than set P.
6. Draw these sets.
a) A set of 5 flowers
b)A set of 3 cups.
c)A set of 2 apples.

N

MBUYA PARENTS’ SCHOOL
P.1 LIT.B HOLIDAY WORK TERM I 2020
WEEK II

NAME :_______________________________STREAM:____________
1. ___________________ is a place where pupils go to learn.

2. How do you come to school?
_________________________________________________________
3.Match correctly.
teacher

library

cook

office

head teacher

classroom

librarian

kitchen.

4.Who heads a school?
__________________________________________________________
5.Circle only two people found at school.

mother, teacher, father,

bursar,

cook.

6.Name these things found in a classroom.

7.Tick only two buildings found in our school.

a) kitchen,

garden, swimming pool, toilets, classrooms

8.Name these school symbols.

(school flag, school prayer,

END

school sign post)

